Abstract. Even considering the current low accident rate in aviation, the anticipated growth in the number of airplanes in the air in the next decades will lead to an inadmissible rise in the number of accidents. These have been mostly attributed to human error and a misunderstanding of automation by the crew, especially during periods of high workload and stress in the cockpit. Therefore, increased safety requires not only advances in technology, but improved cockpit design including better human-machine interface. These cannot be achieved however, without considering some of the cognitive constructs that affect the behaviour of pilots in the cockpit. In fact, given its characteristics and public visibility, the flight deck of commercial jets is one of the most common arenas for the study of complex and skilled human performance. Here I present a literature review on the selected topics of workload, situation awareness, stress and automation in the cockpit, with the goal of supporting the development of new technologies.
introduction
Considerable efforts by the aviation community have resulted in the achievement of a safety record in air transport that is unmatched by other modes of transport. Yet, for the 10-year period between 2005 and 2014 there were around 400 accidents with substantial aircraft damage, hull loss, serious injury or death. Boeing statistics further indicate that in the year 2014 alone there were over 25.6 million departures, with one accident occurring, on average, every 12 days worldwide (Boeing 2014) . Over the next 20 years air travel is expected to grow around 5 percent per year, resulting in an estimated increase in the number of airplanes in service in 2034 to around 43500 (Boeing 2015) or 38500 (Airbus 2015) . Assuming accident rate remains the same, overall frequency of accidents and number of fatalities, while still relatively low, will translate into several major incidents and accidents per week, an unacceptable trend to the general public.
With current aircraft technology, present safety levels can only be assured through mature crew resource management that focus on the concept of pilots sharing information, and complementing and cross-checking each other. As such, regulations require that commercial airlines have at least two pilots aboard an airplane, including two in the cockpit. In today's operational environment typically one pilot flies the aircraft (pilot-flying), while the other (pilot-not-flying) manages systems and provides support, such as radio communications and trouble-shooting in the event of failures. The pilot-not-flying is expected not only to monitor the aircraft, but also the actions of the pilot-flying, pointing out if something is not right, or suggest that some tasks be offloaded from the pilot-flying (Vidulich 2002) . Thus, even though a single pilot is technically capable of safely flying a large aircraft from take-off to landing, this cannot be done within the expected safety margins in today's operational context, let alone those foreseen in the medium-term future.
Whenever unexpected events occur that require two or more tasks to be performed concurrently, it might lead to stress, high workload levels and a loss of situation awareness. In those cases, the pilot must prioritize and decide which tasks to perform first (Morris, Leung 2006) . According to Loukopoulos et al. (2003) , airline formal procedures and training do not provide clear guidance on how to manage concurrent demands. For example, it is expected that during taxi the pilot-not-flying not only monitors the actions of the other pilot, but also responds to radio calls and finishes up any performance calculations left-over from the preflight phase. Interruptions to ongoing tasks from radio communications and the cabin crew are also quite common, and pilots must remember to return to the interrupted task later. Deferred actions, however, are particularly vulnerable to forgetting (Dismukes, Nowinski 2006).
As aircraft equipment becomes progressively more reliable, the percentage of accidents attributed to human error is expected to increase. According to Darby (2006) , 55% of 134 major crashes that occurred between 1996-2005 could be directly linked to human error. Although mistakes and inappropriate reactions to events can be made in all phases of flight, they are more likely to occur when the workload in the cockpit is high, i.e. when the cockpit crew is required to perform very demanding or a large number of actions in a limited period of time. Between 2005 and 2014 approximately half of all fatal accidents (48%) occurred during the approach and landing phases, with another 13% taking place during take-off and initial climb. These correspond to the phases when the crew is dealing with the highest workload and the airplane is in closer proximity to the ground, reducing manoeuver margins in case of an emergency (Boeing 2014) . As such, the reduction in the overall number of accidents may require advances in technology, including higher levels of automation and improved cockpit displays to help the cockpit crew manage peak workload situations. This would ensure that pilots have the opportunity to address all relevant issues in a timely and appropriate manner.
workload
Studies in workload started as early as 1930, but evaluated tasks mostly had a physical component that required the manipulation of machines (Sheridan, Simpson 1979) . With increased automation in workplaces as a result of the introduction of computers, it became harder to define workload, especially when its demands are transient: a monitoring situation may, suddenly, require the processing of several error messages before a single response can be made, after which the operator reverts back to monitoring. Even though there is no universally accepted definition of mental workload (Cain 2007) , in its simpler form it refers to the measurement of the mental processing demands placed on a person during the performance of a task (Gopher, Donchin 1986) . In other words, mental resources or capacities are needed in order to complete an assignment, and those available to the human operator may not always match those required to satisfactorily perform the task (Gopher, Braune 1984) .
Mental resources or capacities refer to the human information processing system. Stimuli arriving at the sensory receptors need to be perceived and translated to a response. The classic psychological model identifies three main stages ( Fig. 1) : perception, decision making/ response selection and response programming/execution (Johnson, Proctor 2004) . Attentional and memory systems are assumed to affect these stages and each will be briefly discussed later on.
One of the earliest theories of mental workload was developed by Kahneman in 1973. His was a unitary-resource model of attention, which viewed resources as an undifferentiated, limited pool, to be shared by concurrent tasks (Wickens 2008) . According to this model, whenever demand for attentional resources exceeds availability, performance should suffer. Nevertheless, several experimental findings, such as the difficulty insensitivity effect, the structural alteration effect and the perfect-time sharing effect, suggested that under some conditions two tasks appear to demand separate resources (Johnson, Proctor 2004) . The difficulty insensitivity effect refers to the finding that performance is not always degraded on one task when difficulty levels increase on the concurrent one (Kantowitz, Knight 1976) . The structural alteration effect corresponds to differences in performance on one task depending on the response format on the other (for example, McLeod (1977) reported that performance in a tracking task was affected by whether the second task required a manual or verbal response). Finally, the perfect-time sharing effect occurs when two tasks that interfere with other tasks do not affect each other when performed together (e.g., Schumacher et al. 2001) . None of these effects can be explained by a unitary-resource model, which predicts that any task should always demand the same resources and, consequently, that two tasks would consistently interfere with each other in the same way. These and other findings have led to the development of the concept of multiple resources. Developed by Wickens (1980) , the Multiple Resources Theory is one of the most influential theories to address these particular issues and explain performance in high workload dual-task situations. Its success lies on its neurophysiological validity (there is some parallel between the separate dimensions of human information processing and specific brain structures), at the same time it provides some guidelines to human factors designers regarding the configuration of a task or system (Wickens 2008) . Wickens (1980) identified four dimensions, each with two discrete levels. The first dimension corresponds to two information processing stages: resources involved with perceptual-cognitive activity are functionally different from those related to response processes (Wickens 1991) . For instance, a task that requires display reading or voice comprehension (both perceptual-cognitive activities) can be time-shared efficiently with another task that involves activating a switch or pressing a button (both being response processes) (Wickens, Liu 1988) . Or, as seen in commercial aircraft, a pilot is perfectly able to listen to instructions from the air traffic control (ATC) and, at the same time, tune and identify a frequency of the Instrument Landing System. The second dimension refers to the resources used in processing spatial and verbal codes, which are not shared and are in fact associated with the different cerebral hemispheres. This dichotomy is seen at the levels of perception (graphics vs. speech), cognition (spatial working memory vs. memory for linguistic information) and response (manual responses vs. speech). An example of the later is the reduced interference between a task that uses a control stick (manual responses usually involve spatial codes) and another that requires giving a response to ATC on the radio (verbal code).
The third dimension consists of the different perceptual (visual or auditory) modalities. It is a well-known fact that it is easier to attend to both visual and auditory sources than to two simultaneous auditory or visual messages. Some studies, however, have called into question the strength of the modality dimension (Wickens 1991) . Wickens and Liu (1988) found that performance on a continuous visual task suffered more in the presence of a discrete auditory task than if the concurrent task was presented visually. The authors called it a pre-emption effect, because the auditory stimulus shifted attention (thus, resources) away from the continuous visual task. Latorella (1999) showed in a simulated flight deck that, during visual tasks, auditory interruptions were more disruptive than visual interruptions. Also, pilots are often seen to interrupt their actions to answer the air traffic controllers, a finding confirmed by Morris and Leung (2006) . This may lead to errors, such as skipping a checklist item when resuming the list. Humans are highly predisposed to attend to auditory stimuli given the limited capacity (7±2 digits) of short-term memory (the type of memory retained for only a very brief period). As such, when presented with auditory stimuli which will be easily and quickly forgotten, they tend to pay attention to them, at the expense of other concurrently presented visual stimuli. In fact, Huey and Wickens (1993) reported that tasks that require short-term memory are often perceived as imposing greater workload than tasks that require the retrieval of information from long-term memory. Finally, another problem with the modality dimension was reported by Gladstones et al. (1989) , who showed that when two discrete tasks were being performed at their maximum speed, subjects' capacity to process information was unaffected by the perceptual modality used (same or different).
The most recent addition to the model, the fourth dimension, corresponds to the focal and ambient visual channels. Focal vision is required for pattern/object recognition and high acuity perception, whereas ambient vision is involved in orientation and movement perception of oneself. An example of using both resources is reading a map while flying in visual meteorological conditions, that is keeping an eye on the outside world looking for traffic while at the same time focusing attention on the map.
Despite the criticisms (e.g., Wickens 1991 Wickens , 2008 , the Multiple Resources model has received some support from experiments that examined dual-task performance employing new cockpit technology for the display of traffic information and flight parameters (Wickens et al. 2003; Wickens, Colcombe 2007) .
Several methods developed to measure workload are essentially measures of arousal. Arousal can be generally defined as a physiological sense of readiness to act. The relationship between performance and arousal levels was first described by Yerkes and Dodson (1908) , in what is now called the Yerkes-Dodson law. It states that a high level of arousal can enhance performance on an easy task, but on a difficult task performance is an inverted U-shaped function of arousal (Fig. 2) . Additionally, Fig. 2 . Graphic representation of the Yerkes-Dodson law (adapted from Diamond et al. (2007) ). the more difficult the task is, the lower the arousal level at which performance peaks. According to the cue-utilization theory (Easterbrook 1959) , high arousal leads to a decrease in the number of monitored cues, and is thus beneficial only when few cues are presented.
In situations of high workload, performance levels can sometimes be maintained at the expense of extra mental effort, which may lead to feelings of fatigue, stress or strain. One way to manage high workload is to make a strategy adjustment or strategy shift. That is, the operator might change his or her behaviour to a less effortful strategy to perform the task. In general, the chosen strategy depends on three factors: the individual characteristics (training, motivation, age, health, etc.), task characteristics (i.e., its requirements, including work conditions) and workload levels (Sperandio 1971) .
A change in strategy by itself might indicate a change in workload. Sperandio (1971) described a study done with air traffic controllers which showed that as workload increased, their operative methods changed. More specifically, with low workload levels the controllers had each airplane follow the shortest way between the ATC sector entrance-point and the runway threshold. As workload increased, they adopted a less efficient, more time consuming strategy of sending the aircraft to a standard route (which included the use of holding patterns followed by standard procedures to land). The phenomenon of attentional narrowing is another example of a strategy shift. It refers to the finding that under a stressful situation, humans sometimes restrict their attention to some specific cues or information sources (those considered more important), ignoring others. This is an efficient approach to reduce workload in the short term, but it might lead to errors and omissions. An often cited example of this effect occurred with the Eastern Airlines flight 401, which crashed because both pilots were focusing on a malfunction of the landing gear light instead of flying the airplane. Even only telling people that they will experience a stressful situation, without actually going through it, is enough to cause a significant reduction in the number of attended stimuli (Weltman et al. 1971) . Another compensatory mechanism is the fatigue aftereffect. In this case, after a particularly stressful task the operator may switch to low cost strategies in subsequent tasks (Schellekens et al. 2000) . As an example, Stewart et al. (2006) reported a study where the performance error rate of pilots from a commercial airline decreased towards the end of a week of rosters. The reason was simple: as the pilots got tired, they compensated by using more automation. High mental workload demands can also produce speed-accuracy trade-offs. Reaction time and accuracy are known to be inversely related, that is as speed increases there usually is a decrease in task accuracy. The trade-off is said to occur when fast reaction times are accompanied by high error rates. This corresponds to a risky strategy by the operator, as opposed to a more conservative approach that leads to fewer errors, but also an increase in response times (Sperandio 1971) .
Low workload is almost as crucial as high workload levels . This is often associated with fewer responses, slower response times, poor decision making, loss of situation awareness, change in decision criteria and a failure to detect relevant signals, mostly due to boredom, distraction and reduction in vigilance or attention (e.g., Hancock, Warm 1989; Huey, Wickens 1993; Parasuraman, Mouloua 1987) . Mackworth (1948) , for example, reported that vigilance tasks that last longer than 30 minutes lead to a significant decline in reaction times and accuracy levels.
As Casali and Wierwille (1983) noted, mental workload must be inferred as it cannot be directly observed. Thus, three broad categories of measures have been developed: physiological, performance-based and subjective. According to Meister and Gawron (2010) , physiological measures in aviation are mostly used in experiments that study the effects of acceleration, hypoxia, noise level, fatigue, alcohol, drugs, or workload. High workload levels are usually associated with cardiovascular and respiratory changes, as well as with specific patterns in brain electrical activity. Changes in heart rate within brief time intervals (measured as heart-rate variability), as well as changes in pupil diameter, are two of the most common body responses measuredhigh workload leads to large pupil size and a decrease in heart-rate variability (Beatty 1982; Van Orden et al. 2001; Van Roon et al. 2004; Vicente et al. 1987) . Moreover, event-related potentials computed by averaging the electroencephalography (EEG) response to an external stimulus, reflect perceptual or cognitive demands. Other physiological measures include blood pressure variability (which is related to heart-rate variability) and electrodermal activity (see the reviews by Cain 2007; de Waard 1996; .
Changes in eye movement patterns can also be associated with attentional demands (Sheridan, Simpson 1979) . May et al. (1990) reported that as task difficulty increased, the extent of spontaneous saccades (fast involuntary movements of the eye) decreased, whether the subjects were monitoring auditory or visual information. In a different experiment, done with pilots inside the cockpit, frequency of instrument fixation indicated its importance, while length of fixation was related to difficulty in interpreting the information . Additional eye function measures are blink rate, duration and latency. One of the biggest advantages of using physiological measures is that they can be collected in real time. In some cases, however, they require specialized equipment and technicians, which may not and frustration level. A weighting process takes the individual differences between the scales into account to compute an overall workload score (Hart, Staveland 1988) . One common change made to NASA-TLX is to skip the weighting step and look at the average or sum of all ratings (Hart 2006) . The latter method is divided into two phases: scale development and event scoring. In the scale development phase the individual is asked to rank-order 27 cards corresponding to three levels of three dimensions (time, mental effort and stress), which are then used to create an individual workload scale. The event scoring consists of the rating of the actual task situation using this scale (Reid et al. 1981) .
Some disadvantages of the NASA-TLX and SWAT are their reliance on memory (usually these tests are performed after the tasks have been completed), their susceptibility to operators' bias and the task variability effect (people tend to use the whole rating scale, independently of the stimulus range). Finally, the use of emotional components in the NASA-TLX and SWAT tests have been criticized, due to the difficulty in relating the feelings of "frustration" and "anxiety" to the notion of allocated resources (Johnson, Proctor 2004) . For this reason, some defend the use of unidimensional methods. One example of such a method is the Modified Cooper-Harper scale, in which the subjects go through a decision tree to arrive at a rating of mental workload (Cummings et al. 2006) .
Other subjective methods are: the Subjective Workload Dominance Technique, the Visual, Auditory, Cognitive, Psychomotor method, the Workload Index method, the Multiple Resource Questionnaire, the Defence Research Agency Workload Scale, the Bedford scale, the Instantaneous Self-Assessment technique, among others (see the reviews by Cain 2007; de Waard 1996; Stanton et al. 2005) .
Most of the subjective measures support only a relative evaluation, that is the experimental results require the definition and execution of a baseline scenario against which the results can be compared. In cases with considerable changes in the operational conditions, e.g., the elimination of radiotelephony communication in favour of a data link connection, a direct comparison of workload levels between the two solutions may not be possible, unless the definition of the baseline scenario covers such extraordinary conditions.
Choosing the right technique depends on the setting and the question of interest. Several factors should be taken in account when deciding on the best measure to use (Johnson, Proctor 2004; . First, the measure should be reliable in the sense that results must be replicated under similar conditions. Second, ease of use, which explains why subjective measures are so commonly used. Third, the measure must be sensitive to the changes in workload being manipulated. be available (de Waard 1996) . Also, several researchers have criticized the fact that they are sensitive not only to stress caused by high workload, but to stress in general (Cain 2007) .
Performance-based measures, as the name implies, consist in assessing mental workload through task performance. It is assumed that as workload increases, so do response times and errors. In addition, accuracy and number of completed tasks decrease (Huey, Wickens 1993) . Therefore, it is possible to assess workload by tracking performance in a task with different difficulty levels. As mentioned earlier, however, findings like strategy adjustment, fatigue after-effects and speed-accuracy trade-offs have shown that it is possible for performance not to be affected, even when workload levels are high. Plus, performance errors can occur as often under high as under low workload. For this reason, a secondary-task methodology is often used. Here, a second task is performed at the same time and the effect of time-sharing on one of the tasks is measured. The goal of the second task is to use up the resources left over by the primary task, so that changes in performance are detected. If the emphasis is placed on the primary task and degradation measured on the secondary task, the technique is called subsidiary-task paradigm. In the loading-task technique, on the other hand, the emphasis is on the secondary task, with the degradation in performance measured in the primary task. According to , the most commonly used secondary tasks involve measurements of reaction-time, time estimation, memory search, and mental arithmetic tasks, among others.
Several of these paradigms have been successfully applied in aviation research to assess workload (e.g., Kantowitz et al. 1983; Schiflett 1980; Wickens et al. 1986 ). However, some researchers have criticized the use of such standard laboratory tasks, pointing out that they are strange to the operation environment under study (Lysaght et al. 1989) . One alternative is to use embedded secondary tasks, that is, tasks that are usually performed during normal operations, but experimentally separable from the primary tasks. Examples of such tasks are aircraft radio communication activities, which were successfully used by Shingledecker (1980) . The final and most common type of methods are the subjective methods, which are based on the assumption that operators can reliably rate several aspects of the tasks. The advantages of these methods are that they are direct, easy to use, and inexpensive. Two of the most popular ones are the NASA Task Load Index or NASA-TLX and the Subjective Workload Assessment Technique or SWAT. The former requires people to rate the task from low to high on each of six scales: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort Fourth, the chosen technique should be diagnostic, meaning that it needs to be able to identify the load imposed and on which resources. Fifth, intrusiveness level should also be considered, as the workload measure might cause a disruption in performance of the task under study. Finally, the measure needs to be accepted by the operators. If they find the whole experience boring, unpleasant or irrelevant, the data collected may not be valuable.
Different measures are sensitive to different aspects of workload. Part of the problem is the absence of a general definition of workload and of standardized procedures. In addition, the term workload is used to describe not only the demands imposed on the subject, but also the effort exerted to satisfy those demands and the consequences (physiological, subjective or performance) of those actions (Huey, Wickens 1993) . Hence when selecting one measure, researchers need to consider whether the task under evaluation is predominantly psychomotor, cognitive or perceptual. Whenever possible, more than one method should be used, from different categories, and the advantages and disadvantages of each method carefully considered.
The question of how much workload is too much, is called the determination of a workload redline (Rueb, Vidulich 1994 ). Reid and Colle (1988) , for example, attempted to find a critical SWAT score above which operators experienced performance problems and arrived at a value of 40±10. However, according to de Waard (1996) , by the time performance decreases, peak workload has already been crossed. Instead, he argues, workload redline should be the point after which the operator needs to exert some effort in order for performance to remain stable. This is also the point where stress begins if the situation lasts for some time. Lastly, individual differences on the amount of resources each person is willing, or capable, of allocating makes it very difficult to calculate a critical workload level.
Needless to say, the flight crew's perceived workload levels also depend on how well the user interface is designed. In general, pilots are satisfied with a system that helps them complete their tasks, while at the same time being easy to use without causing too much workload (Ahlstrom, Longo 2003) . Any new interface which increases cognitive demand compared to current systems is poorly designed and may not be used to its full potential (disuse or misuse). Woods (1996) reported that experts cope with poorly designed automation by using only a few of the available functions, especially during high workload periods. This is ironic considering that most new functions in any automated system are usually introduced to support humans and reduce workload levels. Several other human-machine interface (HMI) aspects also need to be considered. For example, as pilots might respond differently to a particular interface depending on workload levels, these will need to be tested under different conditions (that is, under abnormal, as well as under normal operations, in high and low workload).
The importance of managing workload in flight crews is reflected in the number of current regulations which refer specifically to it. For example, EASA CS 25.1322 specifies the effect of alarms and warnings in the pilots' workload (e.g. issue of false alarms, the use of too many colours in alerts) (EASA 2003) . In the particular case of alert systems, a trade-off must be reached between falsely triggering an alarm and that of actual emergencies not being detected by the system (missed alarms). The consequences of each can be measured against the operator's workload to decide on where to place the criterion. For example, in very low workload levels, performance usually decreases and threats are sometimes overlooked. Thus, missed alarms can be very hazardous whereas false alarms may actually raise arousal levels and increase performance (Wilkinson 1964) . Therefore, in these circumstances Endsley and Jones (2011) advise moving the alarm detection threshold in favour of more false alarms. The same suggestion is made during peak workload levels, because in order to cope with all tasks, the operator is forced to rely on automation and use his limited resources to monitor the system. Here, only the alerts raised by the system will be attended to, including false alarms, whereas missed alarms will probably not be detected by the operator. Finally, during normal workload levels the situation changes completely. In this case, false alarms are a source of annoyance to the operator who must attend to them, increasing workload to undesirable levels. Moreover, missed alarms may not be as hazardous since the operator is already attending to most systems and managing all tasks (Bustamante et al. 2004) .
Alarms are designed to call attention to important events, especially in occasions when the operator is distracted or attending to other tasks. In theory, when an alarm sounds the information conveyed should be quickly understood and attended to with the proper action, without increasing workload levels. The easier it is for the pilots to detect and identify the auditory and visual signals, alerts, warnings, the lower the task demand and, hence, the lower the workload (Ahlstrom, Longo 2003) . In reality, however, things are not so straightforward. In emergency situations it is now very common for several alerts to be activated at the same time forcing the operator to sort through them to understand the problem. In the Qantas Flight 32 incident in 2010 it took three crew members 50 minutes to process 54 failure messages. In addition, humans tend to seek for a confirmation of the problem before taking action, losing critical time. For that reason, alarm systems should provide information that helps the operator identify the issue and quickly confirm the alarm's validity, without interfering with each other nor with the communication between the flight crew at critical times.
As reported above, high workload levels can lead to stress. The next section describes the causes of stress, and its physical and behavioural impacts.
Stress
Stress can be defined as the response of the body to stimuli that affect the normal physiological balance of a person, causing physical, mental or emotional strain. Hence, it is not a pathology per se, but an adaptation of the organism. A more recent approach is illustrated by Frankenhaeuser's bio-psychosocial model, which defines stress as the psychological and physiological reactions occurring when the individual perceives task demands as higher than the resources available to perform them (Martinussen, Hunter 2010) . Therefore, what is considered stressful for one person, might not be for another. Examples of environmental demands are high workload, time constraints, conflicts and problems, whereas resources are determined by experience, personal abilities, physical and mental health, genetic factors and social support.
In some cases stress can be positive (eustress), if it focuses attention and increases arousal and vigilance levels. In this paper, however, I will focus on distress, caused by under-or over-arousal. Stimuli that cause stress are called stressors and they include physical factors such as noise, vibration, heat/cold, lighting, as well as social/psychological factors like anxiety, time pressure, mental load, fatigue, frustration, and anger Wickens et al. (2004) . Common stressors in aircraft are: persistent radio communication noise, sudden alarms or warning horns, uncomfortable temperature (above 30°C or below 15°C), engine and system noise, vibration, cramped workspace, air quality, lighting conditions, etc. High workload levels can also cause stress when there is too much to do in too little time. Several aviation accidents have occurred because the crew was overloaded, which caused them to neglect key tasks Wickens et al. (2004) . As just one example, in the accident with AA1420 in 1999, which crashed while attempting to land in bad weather, the pilots did not perform the last items of the "Before Landing" checklist.
Vigilance tasks combined with the need to maintain a high level of alertness can also cause stress. Thackray (1981) hypothesized that the monotony of a task inevitably leads to a decrease in arousal levels, requiring the operator to exert considerable effort to keep alert levels high enough to accomplish the task. A pilot whose only task is to monitor automated systems in the cockpit often spends a considerable effort trying to remain alert and awake. Stress can also be triggered by a sudden onset of alerts and warnings in the cockpit. Harris (2004) described an incident report in which the pilot stated feeling so confused and frightened by the noise and flashing that his main priority was to cancel these out, instead of addressing what caused them to occur in the first place Stress can be acute or chronic. As the names imply, acute stress is caused by an unexpected and sudden threat (e.g., engine failure), whereas chronic stress occurs when a stressor is present for a long time (e.g., relationship problems). Acute stress is the most common form of stress and it usually does not cause extensive physical or mental damage because of its short term duration. Chronic stress, on the other hand, is constant and persistent and can contribute to the development of several diseases. There are three stages of stress response. First, the body reacts by releasing hormones (fight-orflight response), which gives rise to extra energy, muscular strength, and heightened hearing and vision (Alarm phase). That is followed by the Resistance phase, which corresponds to the body attempting to repair any damage caused by the stress, at the same time that it maintains the state of readiness. This long mobilization of body resources decreases resistance to other noxious stimuli. The final phase is Exhaustion, when the defence mechanisms collapse, leading to several symptoms and severe illness (Campbell, Bagshaw 2002) . Physiological and psychological symptoms of stress include tachycardia, perspiration, muscular tension, insomnia, loss of appetite, headache, irritability, psychological disorders, gastro-intestinal diseases, muscular diseases, sexual disorders, cardio-vascular diseases, etc. (EUROCONTROL 1996) .
Regarding flight crews, some recommendations have been made to help them cope with stress. In short, pilots are encouraged to avoid stress whenever possible by anticipating events and adopting a prevention strategy. On the one hand, if stress cannot be avoided (e.g. in the case of death of a family member), the symptoms should be recognized and the emphasis should be on the management of emotional reactions. If, on the other hand, there is a solution to the stress-causing problem, pilots should focus on solving it (Campbell, Bagshaw 2002) . Some of the stress management strategies that pilots are encouraged to apply (when possible) include task delegating, handing over of aircraft control and taking a short break.
In general, stress affects how we perceive and process information, as well as what decisions we make, leading to an increase in the number of errors and mistakes and, thus, accidents/incidents. The most common behaviour effects are (Martinussen, Hunter 2010; Stokes, Kite 1994) :
-attentional narrowing or decrease in attention levels which translates into perceptual (narrower field of vision, selective hearing) and cognitive tunneling (attention is restricted to some cues, while others are not attended to); -scattered and poorly organized visual scan; -reductive thinking and filtering (considering only a few hypotheses, thus rejecting certain tasks or ignoring some warning signs); -premature closure (making a decision without exploring all information); -hurried decisions, even when there is no time pressure (leading to the speed-accuracy tradeoff). Not surprisingly, the best decision-makers seem to be those who take their time under stress; -regression: the crew might return to old procedures that may no longer be applicable, use non-standard phraseology when communicating, revert to the use of one's native language if different from the one being used (usually English) or look for items in a place where they used to be, but are no longer located; -decrements in working memory capacity and retrieval; -decrease in the ability to detect automation failures. All of these may lead to an increase in the number of errors and, therefore, accidents/incidents (Martinussen, Hunter 2010; Stokes, Kite 1994).
The critical role of working memory in aviation cannot be overstated. At any given time while flying, a pilot needs to orient in a three-dimensional space (which requires temporary storage and manipulation of spatial and visual information) as well as keep in mind clearances, call-signs, instrument readings, advisories, briefings, and others -some of which are constantly being updated (Stokes, Kite 1994) . Knowledge of regulations, systems and procedures (stored in long-term memory) is relatively resistant to stress, whereas more fundamental flying skills (the "stick and rudder control") can degrade significantly. A study by using a computer-based simulation, investigated the effect of stress on pilot decision-making. The authors found that stress affected performance on scenarios that required the use of spatial working memory, but not on those that depended on the retrieval of knowledge stored in longterm memory. For this reason, experienced pilots, who rely more on long-term memory and on a rule-based approach to a problem, usually make less mistakes under stress than less experienced pilots. Another important issue is the relationship between stress and control. There is some evidence that stress reactions and changes in performance are less severe when individuals have some control over the situation (Kantowitz, Casper 1988; Miller 1979) . That is, when the warning signs are clear and a standard, trained solution to a problem can be applied, the situation is less stressful than if the signs are confusing and several messages need to be considered and processed at the same time. This finding has implications in the design of cockpit warning systems.
As mentioned previously, several physiological workload measures are also sensitive to general stress levels and can thus be used to measure the later. Stressful situations lead to the release of hormones that can be quantified in blood, saliva and urine samples. Of interest are the catecholamines adrenaline and noradrenaline, as well as the steroid cortisol. Adrenaline levels have been associated with mental effort, whereas noradrenaline levels are determined by physical effort . Catecholamine levels were found to depend on flight duration, level of experience, degree of responsibility and aircraft characteristics . Kakimoto et al. (1988) reported that salivary cortisol levels increased more for pilots while they were in control of the aircraft than when they were not, especially during take-off and landing. Holmes and Rahe (1967) developed a scale that attempts to quantify stress. It consists of 43 stressful events that require personal adjustments (Scully et al. 2000) , ranging from family matters, occupation, peer relationships, health, etc. Examples of events include a spouse's death (assigned 100 points), illness or injury (53 points) and trouble with the boss (23 points). A total score of 300 or more over a certain time period can have serious health consequences. Between 150 and 300 points leads to stress for about 50% of people. Under 150 points fewer than 30% of people become ill (EUROCONTROL 1996) .
In terms of HMI, care should be taken to ensure that the interface does not induce stress, nor intensifies the psychological factors associated with it. For example, if the pilot is tired, a bad interface will not only be a source of stress, but will add to the pilot's fatigue, which leads to even more stress. Under stress humans tend to perform actions at the level of automatism and apply affordances. For example, a switch is usually off when it is moved backward. An overhead switch with the opposite result (move back to turn on) may still be properly used under low stress, but under high stress it has a high chance of leading to human error (Cardosi, Huntley 1993) . This simple example highlights how HMI and stress can interact with negative consequences.
situation Awareness
Another very important concept associated with workload is Situation Awareness (SA). Like workload there is still some discussion in the literature about the definition of SA (is it the process of gaining awareness, the product of awareness, or both?), what it refers to (knowledge stored in working memory or the result of information processing?), and whether it is a cognitive construct by itself or a term which congregates several different concepts (Salmon et al. 2009 ). Several researchers favour Endsley's definition that SA is "the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future" or, put simply, "knowing what is going on" (Endsley 1995a ). The first part of the definition, elements perception, consists mainly of information processing, the phase when 76% of all SA errors in pilots occur, according to Jones and Endsley (1996) . At this level, the flight crew needs to attend to the airplane (all relevant lights, screens, indicators, etc.) and environmental cues. Cue salience and attentional narrowing, for example, can have a big impact on performance while engaged in this task of attention. The second SA level is the understanding of the situation in light of the operator's goals and objectives. The decision to abort take-off upon seeing a warning system alert is an example of this level of SA. Finally, in possession of that information the operator must predict the outcome of future events in order to make a decision regarding the best course of action. An example would be a pilot anticipating the trajectory of other airplanes. Fig. 3 shows a representation of each level of SA, as well as all factors that influence it.
Situation awareness requires paying attention to the relevant information, not only in the early information processing stages, but also during decision making and response execution. Consequently, in complex situations the limited capacity of attention can be quickly reached (Endsley 1995a) . It is not possible for human operators to attend to all the relevant stimuli that are also processed at different speeds. Therefore, the amount of information that can be perceived at any time constitutes a bottleneck for SA (Endsley, Jones 2011) .
Memory also plays an important role in SA, given that the individual needs to keep track of present and past events in the environment. According to Wickens (1984) , the three levels of SA occur in working memory, suggesting a direct link between the two. In working memory the perceived stimuli are stored, processed and combined with previous knowledge in order to project what might happen in the future. Given its very limited capacity, it is the second bottleneck of SA (Endsley, Jones 2011) .
Long-term memory is also fundamental to achieve SA. The access to stored information guides the expert operator on what to expect, freeing up working memory resources. Two of the mechanisms which help to circumvent the limitations of working memory are mental models and schemata. Mental models correspond to a systematic understanding of how something works and are the keys to levels 2 and 3 of SA (comprehension and projection). They also allow people to fill in the blanks when needed information is missing. Schemata, on the other hand, are stored representations of knowledge acquired from experience or vicariously through reading or hearing from others (Jones, Endsley 2000) . They are like shortcuts that provide comprehension and projection in one step. The major difference between mental models and schemata is that only the latter are assumed to be stored and activated, whereas the former are thought to be creations of the moment arising from schemata (Wilson, Rutherford 1989) .
The model of SA developed by Endsley also identifies two stages that proceed directly, and are separated, from SA: decision making and response performance (Fig.  3) (Endsley 1995a) . A pilot can understand what is happening (i.e., have perfect SA), and yet not know what is the correct decision to make or how to execute it. Similarly, experienced pilots can make wrong decisions if they have an inaccurate SA. Finally, appropriate responses can in some cases be executed despite low SA, for example when a pilot cannot remember performing the act of extending the landing gear (Endsley 1988a (Endsley , 1995a . Good decision making is usually, but not always, associated with expertise. An expert usually notices cues and patterns that might otherwise be missed by a novice (or is simply faster), and is able to anticipate a sequence of events (Sieck, Klein 2007) .
Another construct involved in the acquisition of SA is the operators' specific goals for the tasks they are performing. These goals define how attention is directed and which elements in the environment are attended to. It also guides which mental models are chosen. This goal-driven process is also called top-down information processing. Pilots, for example, must attend to the elements in the cockpit which allow them to fly the aircraft to the destination. On the other hand, data-driven or bottom-up processing occurs when information "catches" the operator's attention independently of the goals (Endsley, Jones 2011) . Examples are flashing lights or loud alarm noises, which might force the pilot to make immediate decisions based on the information provided by the instruments. As such, pilots need to be able to switch between data-and goal-driven processing while flying.
Also related to the goals are the operator's expectations and priorities. These are based on mental models, experience, training, and communications from other sources (Endsley, Jones 2011) . Preflight briefings, for example, are very important in defining a pilot's expectations during flight. Like goals, expectations and priorities guide attention, providing a shortcut in processing the information without overloading working memory. One disadvantage is that they can lead to missing important cues when these are not expected to occur, for example a pilot could miss a ground proximity warning triggered by rising terrain during cruise flight. Goals, objectives, expectations and priorities affect not only SA, but decision making.
In a familiar situation, human behaviour is controlled by a set of already known and previously successful rules, whereas in a new situation, behaviour tends to be goal-controlled, as the subject accesses different mental representations, or schemas, from which the best one for the situation is chosen (Rasmussen 1983) . One of the most well-known models of decision making is Rasmussen's, which distinguishes between skill-, rule-or knowledge-based levels of behaviour (Rasmussen 1983) :
Skill-based tasks are executed at an automated level. The entire motor process is executed without much conscious effort, attention or control. The actions are well trained and do not require a great deal of mental effort from the operator. Consequently, an operator is left with enough capacity to perform other tasks. An example is operating the brake if one wants to stop;
Rule-based tasks are well trained tasks, but they still require a bit of thinking. Therefore, they can be disturbed if the operator is distracted during execution. Proficient crew follow a script in which actions and reactions are expected to occur in a specific sequence. The stored rule goes: if this event occurs, then perform these actions. The boundary between skill-based and rule-based performance is not sharp, as it depends on the level of training and attention of the operator; At the knowledge-based level the operators are confronted with relatively new situations, with things to choose and decide. As such they need to give mental attention to that task. The more knowledge-based tasks are, the more workload rises. Compared to machines, humans are relatively good performers at the knowledge-based level. This, however, creates a dilemma: the level at which humans are better is the one that causes the most workload, but no machine can do it better.
For experienced pilots, hands-on flying (aviate) is mostly an automated motor skill (Gopher, Donchin 1986) . Some navigation tasks, on the other hand, are rule-based, meaning that even though they are not automatic, they do not require high levels of mental resources, or that the pilot stops and thinks before acting. This is because the pilot has been trained on what to do, or has a lot of experience with such situations (Morris, Leung 2006) . Finally, in new situations for which no rules exist it is necessary to resort to the slower, effortful and highly prone to error process of thinking things through (knowledge-based conceptual level). This level of demand also occurs when the pilots must handle multiple tasks and track the status of each one.
Other individual factors that affect the acquisition of SA are automaticity, experience and training. Experience and training lead to automaticity in mental processing, such that actions and behaviours become fast and effortless, freeing up mental resources. Through them people develop mental models, schemata and goal-directed processing (described above), which allow a high degree of time-sharing between tasks Strayer, Kramer 1990) . Automaticity, however, might lead to errors because events outside the routine are not attended to, e.g., if the pilots are given a different clearance than usual, they might not notice it and carry out the habitual action (Endsley 2010) . This is one of the reasons why operations in the cockpit are highly scripted, with written procedures that detail the sequence of actions the pilots must take in each flight phase. Aircraft systems are usually set by memory and a checklist is used not only to make sure the most critical procedures are executed, but to protect against errors that occur when processes become too automatic. This approach has the advantage of allowing a large number of actions to be quickly and smoothly executed (Loukopoulos et al. 2003) .
The amount of workload and stress also affects SA. Endsley (1995a) showed that SA and workload are independent constructs, with four possible combinations:
-low SA and low workload if the operator does not know what is happening and is not actively trying to find out; -low SA and high workload if the operator is attending to too much information or too many tasks, thus not being able to process and integrate everything; -high SA and low workload, in which the important information is being presented and correctly perceived and integrated (the ideal situation); -high SA and high workload, when the operator is working hard, but successfully handling the situation.
System design, such as its capabilities, interface and complexity, also affect SA (Endsley 1995a) . The way the information is presented to the pilot has a large impact on SA and workload. As avionics systems, flight management systems and other technology become more complex, the amount of data available increase. Consequently, there is also a raise in the number of components which need to be monitored, all of it potentially leading to high mental workload (Endsley 2010) . The effects of system complexity can be alleviated by welldeveloped internal representations, which aids in directing attention and developing SA.
Endsley (2010) identified several general classes of elements that a pilot requires for SA. These are:
-geographical SA -location of own and other aircraft, terrain features, waypoints, and navigation fixes, climb/descent points; position relative to these, path to desired locations; -spatial/temporal SA -attitude, altitude, heading, velocity, vertical velocity, G's, flight path; deviations from these and clearances; -system SA -system status, functioning and settings; settings of radio, altimeter, and transponder equipment; ATC communications; flight modes and automation entries and settings; fuel; impact of malfunctions on system performance and flight safety; -environmental SA -weather formations (area and altitudes affected); temperature, icing, ceilings, clouds, fog, sun, visibility, turbulence, winds, microbursts; instrument flight rules vs. visual flight rules conditions; areas and altitudes to avoid. A more complete and detailed list of SA information requirements for commercial airline pilots can be found in Endsley et al. (1998) . Jones (2011) and Endsley (1995b) suggested three different approaches to measure SA: process, performance, and direct measures. Process measures include verbal protocols and psychophysiological metrics. Verbal protocols consist of asking the subjects to "think out loud" while performing the task. The biggest disadvantages of this measure is its subjective nature and the reliance on the verbal skills of the subjects under study. The most common psychophysiological methods are eye movement recordings, EEG, and electrocardiogram. These are very useful in providing information on how attention is located, but handling the equipment and performing the data analyses can be difficult.
The second approach to study SA consists in using performance measures, which include global measures of performance, external task measures and imbedded task measures (Endsley 1995b ). The first, as the name suggests, assesses SA based on overall performance in realistic scenarios, such as the number of successful missions. The problem with this measure is the low diagnosticity and sensitivity, since performance can sometimes be masked by workload levels, decision-making, errors, etc. With external tasks measures, SA can be inferred by the way the subjects react to the manipulation or removal of information from the display. This is, however, a technique which is extremely intrusive and the experimenter might find it difficult to understand what the subjects know (or are aware of) based only on their overt behaviour. Another approach is to examine performance on specific subtasks (imbedded task measure), like deviations from a certain altitude. One disadvantage of using this method is that it might lead to misleading results if subjects focus exclusively on the subtask being evaluated to the exclusion of all others (Endsley 1995b) .
Direct measures can be subjective or objective. Subjective measures include asking the subject or an observer to rate SA on some scale(s). One disadvantage of self-rating measures is that it assumes people can correctly evaluate their decisions and thoughts. The use of observers is also problematic since they need to infer SA based on what the subjects' knowledge of the situation is assumed to be. Examples of subjective tools are the SA Rating Technique (SART) and the SA Rating Scale (SARS) (Endsley, Jones 2011) .
Like NASA-TLX, SART is a self-reporting, posttrial, multidimensional rating procedure designed for application in the aviation environment (Selcon et al. 1991) . It includes ten independent dimensions further grouped into three domains: attentional demand, attentional supply, understanding. Both the 10-dimensional and the 3-dimensional versions can be implemented. See Selcon et al. (1991) for more information about this technique. SARS, on the other hand, consists of eight dimensions, covering 31 behaviours which are rated by the pilot on a six-point scale (Endsley, Jones 2011) .
Finally, objective measures not only query the operators about aspects of the environment, but compare their responses with reality. Memory-probes are the most common objective measurement technique, reflecting the understanding that SA is the ability to keep track of what is going on (Vidulich 2002) . One of the most popular objective measure of SA is the SA Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT), formulated by Endsley (1988b) . It consists of running a scenario in an aircraft simulator, which at random times is halted so that a series of questions about the situation at that exact moment in time can be asked. At the end of the trials, the answers are evaluated based on what was happening in the simulation. According to Endsley (1988b) , this comparison between the real and the perceived situation provides an objective measure of pilot SA. The greatest disadvantage of using this technique is the fact that the simulation needs to be stopped to collect the data.
The Situation Present Assessment Method, uses SAGAT-like queries while the operators perform the task (real-time). However, unlike SAGAT, it does not require a memory component: subjects with good SA should be able to answer the questions more quickly, because they can find the information faster (Durso et al. 1998) . A variation of this technique is the SASHA, developed by EUROCONTROL to assess the SA of air traffic controllers (Stanton et al. 2005) .
Even though in-depth research in SA started only in the 1980s, its importance in aviation cannot be underestimated. Endsley (1988a) , for example, reported that the American Air Force considers a military pilot's ability to maintain SA as crucial to mission success and survivability. In recent years, several instruments were introduced in glass cockpit airplanes with the main goal of increasing SA. Two examples are the electronic horizontal situation indicator and the navigation display (Abbott et al. 1996) . Another system that allows the pilots to maintain SA is the flight management system, which stores and displays information only when it is needed. In addition to that, pilots are able to keep workload at manageable levels by performing some tasks at a time of their choosing (Cardosi, Huntley 1993) .
The importance of a good HMI design in establishing SA needs to be emphasized: only if the relevant information is presented in a clear and unambiguous manner are the pilots able to process and understand the situation, as well as anticipate future events. Following a sequence of accidents and incidents in the 90s attributed mostly to automation issues, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) commissioned a study of flight deck interfaces between the pilots and the automated systems of current generation aircraft (Abbott et al. 1996) . The human factors team in charge of the report identified several issues associated with the flight crews' management of automation and situation awareness, such as:
-lack of understanding of automation's capabilities, limitations, modes, and operating principles and techniques; -difficulty in choosing the appropriate automation level, or whether to turn automation on or off in non-normal situations; -insufficient automation/mode awareness; and -insufficient flight path awareness (especially terrain and aircraft energy state awareness). The authors of the report made several recommendations to the FAA, among those the need to develop new ways to increase situation awareness, as well as to test interface designs for their susceptibility to hazardous states of awareness (e.g., underload, complacency, and fixation). Systems with several modes increase workload, introduce more possibilities for errors and can be difficult to learn. In most cases users must always be aware of which mode is currently active, and understand how and when to use (and, more important, when not to use) each one. The autopilot system is an example of such a system. Several incidents and accidents have been reported that were caused by the pilots' misunderstanding of the autopilot mode (e.g., American Airlines flight AA903 incident; and TAROM flight ROT381).
Improved SA can usually be achieved by any perceptual display that helps the flight crew perceive, integrate and project the current situation into the future (Cardosi, Murphy 1995) . In other words, displays should support SA at all times. Therefore, data should always be put in context to allow the pilot to immediately access the relevant information at the right time. But too much data can also be a problem. In order for the pilot to locate the needed information, clutter and everything that makes visual search difficult should be avoided (Ahlstrom, Longo 2003).
Automation
Even though the physical requirements of most jobs have decreased in the last 100 years, the cognitive or mental demands have increased dramatically (Johnson, Proctor 2004) , and pilots are not an exception. Associated with that complexity is the need to multitask, which has become a common occurrence in our daily life. Ever since the Wright brothers' first powered flight in 1903 there has been an explosive growth in aircraft complexity. More and more instruments and gauges were introduced to increase safety or capability, but these also meant that pilots needed to spend an additional effort monitoring and controlling the aircraft. In the late 70s there were over 100 individual components in the cockpit, each providing one single piece of information, all of which needed to be monitored by the pilots. The visual complexity in the cockpit had reached a point where there was no more space for new instruments. Fortunately, new technology allowed for the introduction of digital displays, which show the same information in a smaller area (Curtis et al. 2010) . Current systems consist of flexible multifunction displays, and the direct contact with control surfaces has been replaced by advanced computerized technologies. Among some of the decisions a pilot needs to make is when to attend to information (which is always available), where to look for it among all the different menus options, and how to interpret that information. Unfortunately, this trend toward more highly automated systems introduced new problems (Hollnagel 2012) . Bainbridge called this outcome the ironies of automation, implying that automation may sometimes be more time consuming and/or incomprehensible than the manual operation of a system (Bainbridge 1983) . The term automation surprise was introduced to designate all those occasions when humans were left astonished and confused by the machine's behaviour.
Automation occurs whenever a task or action is executed by a machine, in most cases because it is more accurate and reliable than humans, and costs less (Parasuraman, Riley 1997) . In complex systems, such as aircraft or power plants, automation may also help humans in the decision-making process, reducing workload and stress, and improving SA. This in turn translates into improved efficiency, flexibility and a decrease in the number or accidents. It is therefore expected that the trend towards extensive use of advanced automation will continue in the next decades. But even if automation made flying safer, more economic, reliable and comfortable, it also introduced a new class of issues associated with the loss of situation awareness and high workload.
In today's flight deck, maintaining an accurate SA is not an easy task and pilots report spending a lot of time working towards it, even after extensive use of the systems (Endsley, Jones 2011) . In fact, the cause of several aircraft accidents has been attributed (in part) to lack of SA due to cockpit automation. This occurs because the pilots are out-of-the-loop, that is, they do not know what the system is doing or why. If an unexpected situation occurs that the system cannot handle and which requires the pilots to take over, they might misunderstand the information presented, miss important cues and thus be unable to properly evaluate the situation to decide on the proper action (Endsley, Jones 2011) . As already mentioned in the paper, a specific case occurs when pilots assume that the system is working in one mode, when it is instead working in a different one. In cases like this, people tend to dismiss conflicting information (the confirmation bias) and may never realize the error they are making. This loss of mode awareness, which has already led to accidents, usually occurs when there is not enough feedback from the system to the human operator (Mouloua et al. 2010) . As an example, the China Airlines Flight 140 crashed in Japan in 1994 while attempting to land, due to conflicting commands given by the pilots and the autopilot (set to Take-Off/Go-Around mode). In general, the less direct access the operator has to the system, the more important feedback is in order to maintain SA.
Two related factors that influence whether automation is used, and how, are trust and reliability. Too much trust leads to complacency (or over-reliance) . In these cases automation is used when it should not be, or the human fails to actively monitor the machine due to the belief that nothing can go wrong, the automation bias (Parasuraman, Riley 1997) . Errors resulting from this bias are generally split into omission and commission errors (Mosier et al. 1998) . The former occurs when the operator does not execute the relevant action because it is not instructed by the machine. The latter is said to take place when the wrong action is executed following erroneous information from the automated system. The opposite problem is the disuse of automation, when the operator is slow to respond or ignores automation, due to distrust or the assumption that the system is unreliable. This also occurs, for example, when there is an excessive number of false alarms, leading to the cry wolf syndrome in which warnings are ignored even when they should not be. One aircraft system which was victim of distrust when it was first introduced is the Ground Proximity Warning System, due to its high rate of false alarms (Wickens 2002) . Loss of proficiency or skill has also been reported as a consequence of automation. For example, Wiener and Curry (1980) discuss the deficient flying skills of pilots who extensively use automatic equipment. Lee and Moray (1994) reported a direct relationship between self-confidence in manual skills and trust in automation: when trust exceeds self-confidence, automation is used. But the more often automation is used, the less trust the operator develops in her skills and the more impaired she becomes, which leads to further use of automation.
In general, humans are seen as being more flexible, adaptable and creative than machines, thus being better prepared to respond to unanticipated conditions. According to Miller and Parasuraman (2007) , it is best to prevent either humans or automation to be exclusively in charge of the system. In other words, tasks should be shared between these two operators. This idea was first proposed by Sheridan and Verplank (1978) who characterized the levels of automation available in man-computer decision-making that can be manipulated with the goal of improving overall performance. These are presented in Table 1 . Table 1 . Levels of Automation (adapted from Sheridan and Verplank (1978) . Automation is not an all-or-none concept, but should rather be seen as a continuum of levels (Parasuraman, Riley 1997). When deciding which level of automation to apply to a particular system, it is important to consider the implications of each and how they will affect performance and safety. Endsley and Kiris (1995) described a study where subjects had to take over manual operations after a failure in automation, and reported that subjects who previously performed the tasks with moderate and high levels of automation had lower SA and were slower than those subjects who had been performing the task manually all along. And most importantly, subjects working under full automation did not report lower workload levels before the failure, therefore supporting the view that system monitoring also causes workload. In a different experiment, Endsley and Kaber (1999) manipulated the level at which a task could be automated: display scanning, generation of options, option selection or implementation of actions. They found that during normal operations better performance occurred when humans generated and selected the options to be implemented by the machine, as opposed to when computers generated the options, or humans performed all four steps without assistance. But, as in the previous study, this last condition showed the best performance when automation failed. Parasuraman and Riley (1997) suggested that one way to solve this problem is to allow brief periods of manual task performance in between long periods of automation, which would also prevent the loss of skills linked to the limited opportunities to perform the task manually. These findings reinforce the notion that people seem to perform better when automation provides support at the level of collecting and presenting data, especially in routine, repetitive tasks, than at the higher cognitive levels (generating and selecting the best available options) (Endsley, Jones 2011) .
One solution to some of the issues raised by automation is to develop a system where tasks are assigned to humans or automated systems in a flexible manner (adaptive automation). This implies that tasks are mostly performed by humans, and the switch to automation only occurs when they need support in order to meet the operational requirements (Rouse 1988) . According to Moray et al. (2000) , in time-critical situations final authority for decisions and actions should be allocated to the machine. Once tasks become more manageable, automation should be deactivated and the operator takes over. Supporters of this technology assert that in situations when humans need assistance they might not have the resources available to realize it and request support from the system (Rouse 1988) . In fact, in several aircraft and nuclear power plants systems are already at level 7 or higher (see Table 1 ).
Several methods have been proposed by which adaptive automation is to be implemented, including the occurrence of specific events, performance measurements, physiological assessment (e.g., pupilometry, heart rate variability, EEG) (Bailey et al. 2006; Parasuraman et al. 1992; Wilson, Russell 2007) . Prinzel et al. (2003) , for example, used EEG measurements to switch between automatic and manual task modes -when the operator's engagement level increased above a baseline condition, the task would switch to automatic mode. Below this value, the manual mode would remain engaged. Subjects in the adaptive automation group performed better and reported lower workload levels than those in the two control groups. In a different study, Kaber and Riley (1999) used performance in a secondary task to direct or suggest to subjects to use automation in the primary task. The authors reported that performance was better in all tasks for the mandated group than for the non-mandated participants. With the development of methods to determine optimal allocation strategies, adaptive automation has been found to reduce workload and improve situation awareness (Bailey et al. 2003; Kaber, Riley 1999) . Despite these promising results, such automation systems have not yet been considered a team player by human operators and need to be designed with great caution. Problems can arise if, for example, the system's behaviour is unpredictable to the operator (Billings, Woods 1994) or if it is implemented unexpectedly or at a time the user does not wish it (Ahlstrom, Longo 2003) .
Research by Kaber et al. (2005) suggests that adaptive automation is more effective when applied at those levels where automation is found to provide better support, that is, at information acquisition and action implementation, rather than at analysis and decision making. The main disadvantages of adaptive automation have already been mentioned previously when discussing the disadvantages of automation in general: reduced SA; mistrust, complacency and over-reliance; loss of skills and performance, etc. (Miller et al. 2005) . Miller and Parasuraman (2007) defend another approach. The authors suggest that automation should be adaptable, that is, humans remain in charge and decide how much automation to use. The authors recognize that adaptable automation increases cognitive demand as the operators are responsible for supervising the system and decide on the level of automation, but defend that this is preferable to adaptive automation, which decreases workload by decreasing user involvement and responsibility. As mentioned before, however, humans might not be the best judges. A study by Bailey et al. (2006) indicated that subjects who had the possibility to switch to automated control still preferred manual control, despite reporting higher workload levels than participants in the adaptive condition. Moreover, this reluctance to use automation had a detrimental impact on performance. On the other hand, Kidwell et al. (2012) compared the effect of the two types of automation and concluded that adaptable automation not only increased the probability of the operator detecting changes in the system, but also increased confidence in decision-making, by keeping the operator in-the-loop and alert to unexpected events. Thus, it is expected that the detrimental effects of automation are mitigated in adaptable automation (Miller et al. 2005) .
Independent of the level or type of automation, one of the most crucial parts in the development of any system is the design of the human-machine interface. New avionics and cockpit displays need to help the pilots in building a correct and timely assessment of the situation, not only during normal flight conditions but also in case of malfunctions or emergencies. As already mentioned, under high workload and stress humans are highly susceptible to the confirmation bias and cognitive tunneling. Hence, it is exactly in those moments that good cockpit design can positively impact human performance (Cardosi, Huntley 1993 ). The HMI design should then support the acquisition of SA, help the pilots focus their attention on the appropriate displays and messages, prevent human error, avoid distractions from other sources, and compensate for the cognitive tunnel (Cardosi, Murphy 1995) . This should be done without causing a cognitive overload, which requires a robust human-machine interaction philosophy.
One way of evaluating the HMI of a system is by looking at its usability, mostly by collecting data of users interacting with the interface. Usability relates to the perceptual and physical aspects of the interface (display formatting, graphics, feedback, etc.) and their effectiveness for the user to achieve his goals (Nielsen 1993) . According to Nielsen (1993) , the usability of a system can have several components or features, the most common being:
-learnability (system should be easy to learn and the solutions intuitive); -efficiency (the system enables the task to be completed in a timely, effective and economical fashion); -memorability (what is learned should be easy to remember); -low error rate (users should make few errors and easily recover from errors that will eventually be made); -satisfaction (users should like to use it). To improve a systems' usability, the concept of user-centred design, has been proposed by a number of researchers. A user-centred design of the HMI focuses on the human operator in order to reduce the number of errors and increase efficiency, as opposed to a technology-centred approach, which focuses exclusively on the technological feasibility without considering the impact on the human operator. Three principles for user-centred design were described by Endsley and Jones (2011) . These are:
-organize technology around the user's goals, tasks, and abilities. Systems should not exceed the operators' mental, perceptual and physically capabilities. Additionally, the design of complex systems should support the changing goals and tasks of the user operating in a dynamic environment; -technology should be organized around the way operators process information and make decisions. In complex real-world settings, humans spend a considerable amount of time assessing a situation and comparing it with information stored in long-term memory, before choosing an action. Therefore, the system should help the user maintain situation awareness; -technology must keep the user in control and aware of the state of the system. The system cannot put the human operator out-of-the-loop, which would prevent system monitoring and the maintenance of situation awareness.
Conclusion
The expected increase in the number of aircraft and passengers over the next decades will lead to a higher volume of traffic in the skies, which will inevitably result in more fatal accidents if today's accident rate is not further reduced. In addition, major system changes brought by SESAR and NextGen, growing economic pressure and greater global environmental consciousness demand better and more reliable technology in the cockpit, which usually translate into increased automation. Unfortunately recent accidents and incidents attributed to human error have highlighted the need to examine the role of automation and pilots' position as managers and supervisors, especially in periods of high workload and stress. Workload can be operationally defined in terms of the memory load imposed by the system on the pilot, the number of mental transformations of data that the system requires, or how fast and accurately the flying task is performed (Cardosi, Murphy 1995) . Closely associated with workload is stress, defined as a state of physical, mental or emotional strain caused by internal or external factors that are perceived as threatening. As shown in this paper, these are fundamental concepts in aviation psychology, which cannot be dissociated from situation awareness: the pilots' understanding of what is going on with the airplane, its systems and the conditions outside the aircraft (e.g. weather degradation). Workload reduction, for example, should never be achieved at the expense of a loss of situation awareness.
High workload, stress and low situation awareness, all increase the probability of the pilot making a mistake. Between 60 to 70% of all accidents involving commercial aircraft have been attributed to human error (Dismukes et al. 2007) . As air traffic increases and systems become more complex, it is crucial to understand what causes those accidents and how to reduce their number. Most researchers agree, however, that usually there is no single cause for accidents. The majority are a result of a conjunction of failures, as illustrated by Reason's latent failure model. According to Reason (1990) , in every system there are barriers or layers in place to prevent accidents. As long as the barriers are intact, there are no accidents. Unfortunately layers incorporate weaknesses or even have failures, represented as holes. When events occur in such a way that each barrier of protection fails, then the holes are aligned and an accident is waiting to happen (Martinussen, Hunter 2010) .
Human error should not be considered an exceptional event, but rather a component of complex systems which cannot be completely eliminated and therefore should be seen as inevitable and normal. Their frequency can be reduced by improved design, better training, redundancy, but they will not go away (Perrow 1984 ). As seen above, simply increasing automation levels does not eliminate human error. Changes in technology introduce new challenges and tasks (which require additional knowledge, attentional demands, procedures), creating the potential for different types of errors and new ways a system can break down.
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